
GIFTED AND TALENTED TEACHER INVENTORY 
 
STUDENT’S NAME:  _____________________________ ID# __________ DATE: _______ 

TEACHER:  ____________________ SCHOOL:   ___________ GRADE:  __________ 

Independent  
Reading Level  

OR Imagine Scores 
Math          Language Literacy   
Results 

MAP 
Beginning of the Year 
Results 

Check the column that best describes the student’s functioning as compared to 
others in your class.  
CATEGORIES:    (1) rarely   (2) occasionally   (3) often   (4) most of the time 

Characteristics 1 2 3 4 
1 Learns rapidly and easily     
2 Thinks clearly, recognizes implied relationships, 

comprehends meanings 
    

3 Reads above grade level     
4 Retains what is heard or read without appearing to 

need much repetition 
    

5 Is easily bored with routine tasks     
6 Has a large vocabulary     
7 Is curious, investigative     
8 Asks penetrating, searching questions     
9 Has long attention span     

10 Shows imagination, originality, creativity     
11 Prefers complex ideas     
12 Is often assertive, stubborn in own beliefs     
13 Has a sense of humor      
14 Uses writing that can be deciphered     
15 Solves social issues without adults     
16 Quickly and independently makes up missed work     
17 Demonstrates analytical thinking     
18 Uses multiple perspectives     
19 Exhibits sensitivity     
20 Is accelerated in learning     
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